
 

25 rounds total. You will need center-fire pistol and a least 1 extra mag, secure belt 

holster and spare mag holder (pocket won’t work because you need to be able to access it 

quickly.) If you have a tactical flashlight, bring it.  If not we will loan you one. 

You will de-cock or safety on and re-holster between each stage. 

Target is B-27.  Only hits 8 ring and in count, 1 point each.  Count “x’s” for tie breaker. 

Exceeding time limits will cost you a point for each one. The timer knows! 

 

 
Handgun  Decisional shooting drill 

Stage Distance Shots position time Directions 

STAGE 1 3 yards 4 

2 body/ 

2 body 

Standing, 

holstered 

4 sec 

4 sec 

Standing, holstered, centered on target, draw and 

fire 2 rounds while taking 1 step right. Re-holster, 

Centered on target, draw fire 2 rounds while 

taking one step left 

STAGE 2 7 yards 3body Standing, 

ready 

5 sec Standing at a ready position, fire 3 rounds while 

advancing to the 3 yard line 

STAGE 3 1 yard 2 body Standing, 

holstered 

4 sec Standing, holstered, simulating handcuffing           

( hands together at waist level), draw and fire 2 

rounds while stepping back 3 steps to the 3yd. line 

STAGE 4 5 yards 2 body Standing, 

ready with 

flashlight in 

hand 

3 sec Standing, ready with handheld flashlight in 

support hand, fire 2 rounds.  This will be done in 

low light. 

STAGE 5 5 yards 2 body Standing, 

ready  

3 sec Standing ready fire 2 rounds strong hand only 

STAGE 6 7 yards 2 body Standing 

holstered 

6 sec FAILURE TO FIRE (slap, tap & rack drill) 

Empty chamber, loaded magazine 

Standing, holstered, draw and fire 2 rounds, take 1 

step left or right while clearing stoppage / 

malfunction 

STAGE 7 10 yards 3 

2 body 

1 body 

Standing 

Ready 

8 sec LOCK BACK- COMBAT RELOAD (mag can 

drop) 

Loaded chamber, 1 round in magazine, standing at 

a ready position 

Fire 2 rounds, take 1 step left or right while 

reloading, fire 1 round 

 

STAGE 8 15 yards 2 body Standing, 

ready 

15 sec 

DOUBLE FEED (gun will be pre-staged)  

Standing, ready position 

Take 1 step left or right while clearing, or move to 

covered position standing or kneeling while 

clearing stoppage / malfunction, fire 2 rounds 

STAGE 9 17 yards 2 body Standing, 

holstered, 

kneeling 

15 sec TACTICAL RELOAD (mag must be retained) 

Standing, holstered, move to cover and use 

position of choice (standing or kneeling) while 

using cover, fire 2 rounds perform tactical reload. 

(reload does not count as part of time) 

STAGE 10 1 yard 3 

2 body 

1 head 

Standing, 

holstered 

5 sec Standing, holstered, fire 2 shots to body and 1 shot 

to head while taking 3 steps back to the 3 yard line  


